JUNE 2ND 2014
SCOR BOARD MTG
7:10PM
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No May minutes
Steve Sasse
SWD notes:
$215K in reserves
17/27 use League athletics
transfers v. releases
525 premier transfers this year (alot)
242 State Cup
4 New clubs in state:
U8 interclub play discussed
Fall calendar is out
SWD Admin: $25K / 20 hrs/week Aug 1st start date
Rob:
on a cash basis - down 4% overall revenue from programs
down about 10% for FALL P & L
Mark & Stacy:
email report as follows:
We have three weeks left in the current season. Most teams seem to be on track to complete
all games on time. The last official weekend, June 22, is proving to be a bit more of a problem
with many families planning to away that weekend as school will be out. This is not a problem
not unique to SCOR. Aimee is already in contact with managers regarding getting games
rescheduled.
We only have one team left in the CT Cup after this weekend. Congratulations to the Boys U11
Black team for advancing to the semifinals. Girls and Boys U12 both put up valiant efforts, but
could not achieve a result.
Registration and tryouts are underway. The late fee is in effect and registration will close on
June 15th. The following table summarizes the current registration counts and team scenarios
depending upon the evaluations and coach recommendations. Weather permitting all

evaluations will be completed by June 12th. The plan is to have the Fall rosters ready by June
27th.
Phil is working with the manager and parents of the GU13 team regarding concerns over the
team size and coach issues.
I am not aware of any other significant team issues at the moment.
A3 to U10 light roster v. boys
3 weekends left in the season
trying to avoid last weekend 6/22
Goal is to do tryouts and get rosters out by June 30th
Very interesting discussion re: CT RUSH
2200 Premier players in SWD
Stacy: Uniforms issue: we are not going with Nike-reupped with Adidas
Price point just for the orange shirt for the FallDiscussion: to discuss how we introduce the idea that they need to buy a new kit every 3 yrs
Fundraisiers:
$7900 raised / $3500 outstanding
Do we want to continue the program of sponsored House teams? YES
Then John would like Pete to be more involved in the follow-up.....to keep sponsors happy.
Who would like to take John's spot?
Have A Ball Fundraiser: some thoughts about changing the date, the price (for House families)
Maybe a 20% bump back from restaurants that welcome SCOR families during USA cup games

COACHING:
Phil has been talking off line to many board members about the issues-he wants feedback from
anonymous survey-talking to some new potential coaches
13 interns: ask the interns to clean out the shedSCORFEST: make a call on Tuesday for June 11th make-up; 50% chance of rain; maybe use
Phil introduced our kids to the PDL team ......
FIELDS:
$150/$200 per net
COMMUNICATIONS:
Tim's newsletter
Should we keep VP Fields psn open in newsletter?
Blurb to let readers know we are a volunteer organization-we need YOU on the Board!
Price increases? for House/Academy-Academy, no. House: Rob will review '
Meeting adjourned 815pm

